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EDITORIAL
This special double issue of the Delius Society Journal is mostly devoted to
Granville Bantock, a figure much neglected today and probably best known to
Delians as the conductor of the first performance of Bigg Fair. We are indeed
honoured that one of Bantock's sons is a Society member, and by pure coincidence
while this issue was being prepared it was heard that the dormant Bantock
Society, founded in 1946 with Sibelius as President, is re+merging. Those
interested are invited to a meeting held at 2.3O p.m. on Saturday, 15th October
at the National Sound fuchive,29 Exhibition Road, Iondon SW7 when Michael
Pope will give an illustrated talk. Further details may be obtained from the
Secretary, Ronald Bleach, at 54 Clarendon Road, Redland, Bristol 856 7ET.

Turning to our own Society, atour AGMin June the retirement was announced
of both Gilbert Parfitt as vicechairman and Geoffrey Freestone as auditor. To
them both we extend our warmest thanks for their many years of loyal and
invaluable service. At the same time we welcome Derek Cox as Gilbert's successor
in that office.

Nineteen eighty-four is already promising to be an exciting year, beginning
with a performance of the Requiem conducted by Dr Fenby (see Forthcoming
Events) and ending with A Mass of Life conducted by Sir John Pritchard. With
news of the BBC broadcasting lrmelin and Folkeraadet (play and incidental
music), with Opera North's new production of A Village Romeo and Juliet
conducted by Norman del Mar, and hopefully with the first British staged
production of Margot la Rouge, there is clearly much to look forward to. So
that as full as possible a calendar of events may be prepared, members are
invited to send in any news they have of local and provincial performances
of Delius.

Andrew Boyle, who was involved in Norwegian TV's filming of Pao Vidderne
(see Forthcoming Events), is currently working on a film biography of Delius,
also for Norwegian TV. Those members awaiting the publication of two
important additions to the Delian book-shelf ireed wait little longer. Lionel
Carley's Delius: a life in letters is now expected in November, while John Boulton
Smith's book on Delius and Munch, after suffering a series of delays at the
printers, should be delivered by the publisher by the time this Journal goes
to press.

As previously reported, our late member Robert Aickman generously left
the Delius Society 9100 in his will. After considering various possibilities the
Committee resolved that the legacy should be devoted to financing photographic
blocks in the Journal. Acknowledgement will be made each time.

Two footnotes to the last issue: to the brief listing on page 3 of Boult's Delius
repertoire should be added Sea Dift, and we understand that the American
recording of Appalachia mentioned on page 23 wlll not now take place. However,
those present at our Annual Dinner and privileged to hear Dr Fenby's new
recording of The Song of the High HiUs (not to be released until next year) will
know that we can anticipate an outstanding performance on record.
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Bantock playing chess



THE RIJMBTE OF A DISTANT DRUM
[Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam: Quatrain )Otr]

GRANVILLE BANTOCK 1868.1946

by Stephen Lloyd

homoting British music

On leaving the Royal Academy of Music in 1892, Bantock's career had an
inauspicious beginning. He was already receiving a number of promising per-
formances of his works, including both concert and stage presentations of his
romantic opera Caedmm (Wagner-fired after an earlier visit to Bayreuth with
fellow-student H Orsmond Andertonr and by contact with his ardent Wagnerite
professor Frederick Corder). But Bantock was now obliged to take on a variety
of jobs and engagements hardly suited to an aspiring composer. These included
correcting examination papers, scoring other people's compositions, and con-
ducting a number of travelling opera companies whose fare varied from burles-
ques to Stanford's Shomus O'Brien which he introduced to numerous towns in
England and Ireland. In 1894-5 with George Edwardes' Gaiety Company he went
round the world, his experiences being related in the book Round the World
with 'A Gaiety Gir l ' . In 1893 he had even found thet ime and capi ta l to launch
a short-lived yet pioneering periodical The New Quorterly Musical Review that
ceased after three years. But more notable than any of these were two events
which occurred in 1896 and 1897: his meeting with Helena Franceska vonSch-
weitzer (whom he married in March 1898), and his appointment as Musical
Director of the New Brighton Tower, facing Liverpool across the Mersey.

Bantock's principal brief as conductor of the 33-piece military band at these
pleasure gardens with imitation Eiffel Tower soon to be completed was to pro-
vide dance music, but his formal concerts soon began to be more substantial
and within a yer the band was augmented to symphony orchestra status,
numbering 63 players by the 1899 season. It was here that a six-year-old Eugene
Goossens attended his first concert2 , and here too that a young Thomas Beecham
was to be introduced to 'the music of all those men who were then looked
upon as the leaders of the English musical renaissance'3. The programmes very
quickly reflected Bantock's love of Wagner and Tchaikovsky, with whole con-
certs devoted to their music.

ll loesloso.
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But greater pioneering ground was broken by his championing of British
music. Back in December 1896 he had conducted at Queen’s Hall an all-British
programme of now virtually forgotten RAM composers (Wallace, Hinton,
Hawley, Steggall and Allon, besides his own music), in May 1897 he gave a
British composers' chamber concert in the Steinway Hall, and in February of
1900 and 1901 by invitation he conducted British programmes at Antwerp
(Holbrooke, Mackenzie, Cowen, Elgar, Wallace , Corder and his own works
amongst others). At New Brighton he gave whole concerts of the music of
Mackenzie and Sullivan in 1897, and of Edward German in 1898. And now
in 1899 he embarked on the enterprising scheme of inviting British composers
to conduct programmes of their music: Cowen (May 28), Stanford (June 25),
Parry (July 9), Elgar (July16), Corder (July 23), Wallace (July 30), German
(August 20), and Mackenzie (September 3), an almost unrivalled feast of British
music to which may be added concerts of Liszt, Tchaikovsky, Wagner and
Rubinstein (The Ocean symphony, a favourite of his, making its second New
Brighton appearance), and one Berlioz programme conducted by Edouard
Colonne. 'But why has he  altogether omitted his own name from the list of
British composers represented at this Festival?' asked The Musical Times. 'Such
modesty is almost uncanny.' But that was GB (how appropriate the initials!)
who virtually excluded his own compositions from New Brighton concerts
during his tenure of office.

The Tower Ballroom, New Brighton, the scene of Bantock’s enterprising concerts
of British music.
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EIgar… and knitted bedsocks
The most important of these composer-conducted concerts was Elgar’s. it
was the start of a life-long friendship and Elgar stayed with the Bantocks.
‘Elgar was somewhat delicate and many arrangements were necessary for his
comfort, including an apparatus for his nightly tea-making,’ Myrrha Bantock
related.4 Mrs Elgar came too, ‘with her array of rugs, shawls and cushions, extra
body-belts and knitted bedsocks for Edward’s comfort. .. [and] no less than
seven hot water bottles being filled for his bed, on the occasion of Elgar com-
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plaining of a slight chill!' The concerts was framed by the Impeial March and
the march from Caractacus, included two arias ftom Lwc Christi and King
Olaf, the Minuet, Three Characteristic Pieces, the Serenade for Strings, and
the first half ended with the second performance of the Variatlons less than a
month after its premibre and using the original shorter ending about which,
at Jaeger's prompting, Elgar was having doubts. 'We had a glorious time. Ban-
tock rs a brick and really understands things,' Elgar wrote to 'Nimrod' four
days later, and Bantock included the Minuet and the Serenade again in his
concerts later that year.

Elgar returned the compliment by conducting a work of Bantock's - The
Funeral from The Curse of Kehwna, a massive symphony for soloists and or-
chestra in 24 projected parts that was finally left incomplete, an illustration
Itke Chistus and Omnr Khayyam of Bantock's fondness for the large canvas.
'You are a brick of most animate clay for playing Kehama I last Saturday,' he
thanked Elgar after his performance on May 5 1900 with the Worcestershire
Philharmonic Society. When in DA2 E[ar walked out on the Society after a
scene at rehearsal, Bantock took his place as conductor (until pressures from
other commitments forced him to resign in 1905), and that same year he suc-
ceeded Henry Wood as conductor of the Wolverhampton Choral Society with
whom on March 23 1903 he gave The Dream of Gerontius ('an unqualified
success' according to the Midlends Evening News) and Tchaikovsky's Sixth
Symphony as well for good measure. (With them too on March 27 1905 he gave
Elgar's The Black Knight.) Elgar for his part returned to the Worcestershire
Philharmonic Society on April 28 1903 to conduct a concert which included
the Polka and Valse from Bantock's Russian Scenes. Much later at the 1913
lreds Festival he was to conduct Bantock's Dante and Beatice. But perhaps
the highest token of their friendship was the dedication to GB in 1901 of the
march Pomp and Circumstance No.2.

The dedicatee of the world-famous March No.I was the wealthy Liverpool
merchant Alfred Rodewald who was a supporter and backer of Bantock's New
Brighton enterprise and also a friend and champion of Elgar whom he probably
first met at the 1899 all-Elgar concert. On Bantock's departure from New
Brighton in 1900 Rodewald took over many of the concerts there just as,
ironically, at his death in November 1903 he was to be succeeded by Bantock
at the largely amateur Liverpool Orchestral Society of which Rodewald had been
patron and conductor. The following February Bantock conducted them in an
exacting programme which included Ein Heldenleben and the two Pomp and
Circumstance marches, and in October a chiefly Elgar programme in which he
conducted the Froissarl overture (and Cesar Franck's symphony) while Elgar
conducted In the South and the Vaiations, thus further strengthening their
friendship. Before long the two men could be regarded as the leading {igures
in British music. Indeed, in 1918 the critic Gerald Cumberland could write:

At the present moment there are only two names that are of vital importance in British
creative music - Sir Edward Elgar and Granville Bantock. No two men could be in more
violent contrast: Elgar, conservative, soured with the aristocratic point of view, super-
refined, deeply religious; Bantock, democratic, Rabelaisian, free-thinking, gorgeously
human.6



Sir Edward Elgar by Edmond Kapp
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A champion of Sibelius
But another important friendship, largely forged through Bantock’s links with
the Liverpool Orchestral Society, was that with Sibelius. At the time Sibelius’s
music was little played and even less known in England. On October 26 1901
Wood had introduced the suite King Christian II to a promenade audience 7 ,

and two years later to the month gave the first English performance of any of
the symphonies, the First. In March 1905 Richter gave the first English per-

A caricature of Sibelius by Albert Edelfelt (1854-1905)
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formance of the Second Symphony. At the same time Bantock was determined
to introduce Sibelius's music to Liverpool and invited the composer (who had
not hitherto visited England) to come and conduct on March 25. Although
the invitation was accepted, at the last minute Sibelius found himself unable
to fulfil the engagement, and so Bantock instead conducted the First Symphony
and Finlandia with the Liverpool Orchestral Society. A week earlier he had also
conducted FinlandiaE and King Christian II at the Midland Institute with the
Birmingham Amateur Orchestral Society (when it had also been hoped that the
composer would be present to conduct). Bantock lost no time in furthering
the cause of Sibelius and in August paid him a visite to persuade him to come
to England later that year, which he did, conducting his First Symphony and
Finlandia in Liverpool on December 21905.

'I had looked forward to my journey to England with great expectation,'
Sibelius was quotedlo. 'Busoni had spoken many times with rapture of England
and had praised its audiences as remarkably receptive to anything new in music,
and I had made a solemn vow to myself: I shall go there!...During the early
part of my stay in England I lived at Granville Bantock's, who owned a splendid
country house near Birmingham. In his house I enjoyed true English hospitality -

so great that I did not become acquainted with the English coins.' Sibelius's
next visit to England was in February 1908 when he conducted the first English
performance of his Third Symphony for the Philharmonic Society at Queen's
Hall. This new symphony was dedicated to Bantock who attended the concert
and reciprocated the honour by inscribing l:.js Overture to a Greek Tragedy
to Sibelius. As he wrote much later, 'Since our meeting. . . when he visited
England for the first time, he has honoured me with his friendship, which,
until the end of my life, will remain my richest possession.'[

Sibelius came again in 1909 (when he had a chance to hear Omnr Khayyam)
and in l9l2 when he conducted his Fourth Symphony at the Birmingham
Triennial Festival. Delius attended the final rehearsal of the Symphony ('Damn
it, this is not conventional music',p he muttered at intervals) and he also sat
with Sibelius and Bantock while Elgar conducted the first performance of The
Music Makers. Fifine at the Fair was also given at the Festival (possibly the work
Sibelius was referring to when he wrote in January l9l1 to Rosa Newmarch,
'I am very curious about Bantock's new work'). Rosa Newmarch accompanied
Sibelius and acted as interpreter throughout his stay, and she remembered the visit:

Sir Granville Bantock's genial reception is a shining memory. . The Bantocks were then
living at Broad Meadow, a charming house with a large garden well away from the din
and murk of the Midland city. Our days and evenings were mostly spent at rehearsals
or performances in the Town Hall at Birmingham, but we seem to have had time for
other interests, because I distinctly remember that Granville Bantock was then orches-
trating his Omar Khayyam. He had a selection of instruments lying about in his music
room, and one wet morning we each seized upon one, and promenaded up and down
the hall making hideous cacophony, for of course we chose the ones we knew least
about, and invented our own themes spontaneously.B

Sibelius's fifth and last visit to England was in 1921, conducting some twelve

concerts in London and the provinces. Bantock heard him rehearse the Fifth
Symphony in Queen's Hall and afterwards they lunched together with Rosa
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Newmarch and Busoni. On February 20 Sibelius conducted the Third Symphony
with the City of Birmingham Orchestra, and the following day honoured Ban-
tock by attending a recital of his vocal works. Even greater honour came that
year when Bantock was awarded a Sibelius Medal in recognition of his services
to the composer.

From New Brighton to Birmingham

It was in 1900 that Bantock had moved to Birmingham where he lived at a num-
ber of addresses into the 'thirties. Although at New Brighton he had had a
strong advocate for his progressive ideas in one of the directors, matters came to
a head when seat prices were raised and the increased profit was siphoned off
for non-musical uses. It was at this juncture that Bantock seriously contemplated
a move and accepted the post as Principal of the Midland Institute School of
Music at Birmingham, a post achieved on the recommendation of men like
Mackenzie, Parry and Stanford, and doubtless through the influence of Elgar
to whom he wrote on June 12 L900:- 'I am more than ever indebted to you,
since the Birmingham appointment has been confirmed.' (Elgar in turn was
invited to become 'honorary visitor' to the Institute.) This kindness was repaid
much later that year when Elgar was offered an honorary doctorate by Cam-
bridge University and Bantock organised a subscription list to be sent round to
musicians to cover the cost (f,45) of robes for the conferment ceremony. As fur-
ther testimony of Bantock's capacity for friendship, it was he who much later
in 1922 brought about a rapprochement between Elgar and Stanford when the
relationship between the two had for too long been noticeably strained. It
probably required a man of Bantock's stature to bring the two together.

At the Institute Bantock represented the very antithesis of the academic.
Studying there n 1914, Cecil Gray found his influence 'inspiring, invigorating,
stimulating. . [his] personal tastes and sympathies lay entirely on the side of
contemporary developments. Not that the classics were excluded from con-
sideration, by any means. . [butl there was no sense of direction in the methods
of tuition employed; one was permitted, and encouraged, to do anything one
liked.ra As Principal Bantock was able to secure employment for impecunious
friends like that 'stormy petrel of music' Josef Holbrooke (also a Corder pupil
at the RAM). Untiring, irregular and eccentric in the promotion of his own (and,
to be fair, other composers') music, he had submitted his Skeleton in Armour
for performance at New Brighton, Bantock glving its premibre there at his
penultimate concert on August 19 1900. In February l90l he repeated it in
Antwerp (re-orchestrated meanwhile, however reluctantly, at Bantock's sug-
gestion) and Henry Wood played it at a Prom in September 1902.6

The week after the premibre of The Skeleton in Armour Holbrooke appeared
at Bantock's final New Brighton concert as soloist in Tchaikovsky's B flat
minor Piano Concerto. Ever advancing the cause of his friends' music, in January
1905 at Liverpool GB conducted Holbrooke's Queen Mab, composed in 1902
while staying with the Bantocks in Birmingham. One of the delights of his stay
was becoming better acquainted with the music of Richard Strauss by playing
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piano duets of his works with GB. But the teaching post fared less well and
after a few months he left for London. Holbrooke acted the complete egoist,
as if nothing mattered but his own music, and Bantock had to withdraw his
recommendation, nothing having yet gone as far as an official appointment.
The two nevertheless remained on cordial terms.

A more successful appointment was that of Rutland Boughton whom Ban-
tock invited to join the Institute staff in July 1905. As a composer Boughton
had drawn some attention with his symphonic poem Into the Everlostingr6
favourabiy received at the Proms on September 22 1903 and heard again nearer
home on January 31 1905 at a Halford Society concert in Birmingham, the
composer conducting. Much greater fame was to come his way with The Im-
mortal Hour. But in 1905, as in Holbrooke's case, it was hearing of Boughton's
financial straits that prompted Bantock's offer, and he remained on the staff
until 1911 when marital problems and his close association with another woman
gave rise to scandal that necessitated his resignation. Also for a short while on
the Institute staff was Ernest Newman, formerly a Liverpool bank-clerk known
then by his real name of William Roberts before adopting the familiar nom-de-
plume for his writings of music criticism. Newman wrote many of the pro-
gramme notes for the New Brighton concerts, and when Bantock moved to
Birmingham he invited him in 1903 to join the staff. He left in 1905 (and his
post taken over by Rutland Boughton), becoming music critic first of the
Manchester Guardian and then the following year of the Birmingham Post.
a position he retained until 1919. Gerald Cumberland referred to Newman
as a 'first-rate intellectual functioning with absolute sureness and with almost
fierce rapidity',r? and Beecham considered Bantock and Newman as 'two of the
outstanding figures in English musical life'.4

A new Leipzig 'somewhere further North'. . .

In 1904, after consulting several people including Bantock, Elgar accepted the
new appointment as Peyton Professor of Music at Birmingham University,
the Chair having in a sense been created for him as its first occupant. The eight
lectures he gave in 1905 and 1906 aroused considerable controversy for their
frank and sometimes tactless utterances, and their delivery caused Elgar much
anxiety so that by 1907 he was relieved merely to take the chair at lectures
given by others. The following year he resigned and was succeeded by Bantock.
According to Havergal Brian,p when Elgar had accepted the chair'there was an
expectancy in the air as to what was to happen next. Elgar talked of making
Birmingham an English Leipzig with a magnificent Conservatoire of Music. . .
and to established a permanent symphony orchestra of 100 players. Bantock
was the moving spirit behind Elgar's talks - Bantock was the prompter.' If
true, then he was the rightful heir to the vacant Chair.

Bantock had lds heart in the establishing of a permanent Birmingham or-
chestra, and he had the backing of Beecham and of Elgar who voiced his support
in his inaugural Peyton address. It was not to be unti l 1920 that the City of
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Birmingham Orchestra was formed, Elgar conducting its inaugural concert.
When in 1924 Adrian Boult was appointed principal conductor there came
a typically generous gesture from Bantock, as Boult remembered: 'This hap-
piness [at being appointed] was enormously increased when, only a day or two
after the announcement. I had a letter from Granville Bantock which I still
count as one of the kindest I have ever received. He had been in Birmingham
for 20 years and was kind enough to say that he now hoped that city might
become the centre of culture like Weimar in the l gth Century.'2o

Another matter of wider application was touched on by Elgar in a letter
written at the time of the 1903 Morecambe Festival when he wrote: 'Some

day the Press will awake to the fact, already known abroad and to some few of
us in England, that the living centre of music in Great Britain is not London,
but somewhere further North.'a This cry was taken up by Newman who wrote
that 'some of us have been preaching for years on the text that if anything good
is to come of music in England we must have more and more decentralisation.'z
The plea for decentralisation and provincialism was the germ of the Musical
kague, at which point Delius enters into the picture.

Delius and 'Brigg Fair'

Exactly when Bantock made his first acquaintance with either Delius or his
music is difficult to determine, but his approach to the latter may have been in
connection with Henry Wood. The earliest surviving correspondence is a letter
sent at Grez on September 19 1907 from Delius to Bantock concerning a request
Mrs Henry Wood had made for a work for soprano and orchestra to be included
in Bantock's Birmingham concert the coming March. Delius suggested his new
Dowson cycle or the Danish songs, and also offered to send a score of Paris.
Bantock replied on October 13 that he had been trying to include Songs of Sun-
set tn his concerts but had come up against problems with the seating accom-
modation. He hoped however that Mrs Wood would sing some of the songs
both at Birmingham and Liverpool, and went on to express a desire to get to
know more of Delius's music, his knowledge at that time being limited to a
'perusal' of Appalachio, and he invited Delius to stay and to meet Newman
and some of the authorities responsible for the management of the Birmingham
Triennial Festival.

Delius made his first visit to Broad Meadow either at the end of October
or the first week in November ('it is delightful here & the Bantocks are most
charming people. They at once made me telegraph for you,'he wrote to Jelkaa),
and Mrs Henry Wood in due course sang three Delius songs (The Violet, Twilight
Fancies and The Birds Story) with Henry Wood conducting the Queen's Hall
Orchestra at a Liverpool Orchestral Society concert on March 2l at which Ban-
tock conducted Boughton's fantasie Love and Sping and an aria from Part Two
of his own Chisfas. Four days later the Delius songs were sung again at Birming-
ham. As far back as 1904 Henry Wood had been studying both Lebenstanz and
Paris with a view to performance at the Proms (and had even rehearsed Paris'
with his orchestra), but insufficient rehearsal time frustrated his intentions
until he was able to give the Piano Concerto in 1907. Bantock quickly seized
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A signed portrait of Delius (1907) inscribed to Bantock
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that work for possible rehearsal and performance at the Institute, and hoped
also for something of a coup. On November 7 he wrote to Delius: 'I have written
lKling, London manager of Breitkopf and Hartel] about "Brigg Fair", which
[landon] Ronald has agreed to conduct here in February. I hope to hear that
my Liverpool Committee will accept my proposal & strong recommendation
to give the first performance!!! on Jan l8th. At least, I have offered the bait as
an enticement.' Three days later there was good news to communicate: 'A1l

is satisfactorily arranged. The Committee are quite enthusiastic about giving
"Brigg Fair" here on Jan 18th. It onlyremains for you to get your score finished,
& parts ready as soon as possible.' Within six days Delius was able to write:
'I am just finishing "Brigg Fair" & in 2 days will hand it over to Mr Kling.'
Bantock, who had not been able to attend Cassirer's performance of Appalachia
on November 22, wrote to Delius on December 23: 'The first full rehearsal
of "Brigg Fair" (after the string rehearsal on Jan 4) will be at Liverpool on
Friday evening Jan 1Oth at 7.30 p.m. You must however let me have the score
& parts before, & certainly not later than the 3lst inst. 'The schedulewasnow
clearly a tight one because it wasn't until January 2 1908 that Delius informed
Bantock that the parts of Brigg Fair had been sent, adding, 'The Score went
the other day by post. The parts are very carelessly copied & crammed with
mistakes-it took me the best part of a week to correct them. . . . '

Delius came over for the premidre, going 'with Bantock to Birmingham
first & then to Nottingham on Thursday & from there to Liverpo ol again'24
where in the Philharmonic Hall he attended the first full rehearsal of Brigg Fair
and the next day heard Beecham, conducting Delius for the first time, give Pais.
Bantock allowed an extra rehearsal for Bigg Fair and his conducting of the
performance 'was excellent', Delius told Jelka.2s 'It was no public success, but
found enthusiastic admirers among the young lot.' The review in the Liverpool
Daily Post is worth quoting in full:

It would not be right to say that Frederick I)elius's rhapsody 'Brigg Fair', when lt was
played for the first time before an English audience at the Liverpool Orchestral Society's
concert at the Philharmonic Hall on Saturday evening, kindled any special degree of en-
thusiasm. The reception which it was accorded was, as a matter of fact, of a rather
lukewarm description, and, so far as it went, was probably intended more as a tribute
to the orchestra for having so successfully surmounted its enormous difficulties than as
an expression of appreciation for the work itself. But, for all that, nothing could be
clearer than that the piece created a very marked impression. There are occasions u'hen
the feelings excited by the performance of an unfamiliar composition cannot find
candid utterance in applause - when pleasure is mingled with perplexity, for example.
That was probably the state of the feelings of the majority of the audience in regard to
'Brrgg Fair'. They were both delighted and dubious, and, out of respect to their honest
doubts, they withheld the conventional tokens of enthusiastic admiration. 'Brigg Fair'
derives its name and its motive from an old Lincolnshire folk song, and it aims at depicting
the emotions of a rural lover who is on the way to the fair to meet his sweetheart. There
is nothing frankly descriptive in the work; but there is much that is beautiful and sug-
gestive, and much more that is indefinite, elusive, and unintell igible. Delius rarely carries
an idea more than half way to completion; and even the auditor of ardent sympathy
must occasionally confess himself bewildered and outrun. The rhapsody would pro-
bably widen the circle of intelligent appreciation at a second hearing, and if it were
again to find a place in the society's programme its production would be anticipated
with no less interest than that which awaited it on Saturday evening. On the perfor-
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mance of the orchestra nothing but the highest praise can be bestowed. The work had
been diligently, almost laboriously, rehearsed, and under Mr Bantock's illuminating
conductorship every etfect which was sought for was, as far as one could judge, accurately
realised.

Very different in manner was the 'English suite' of Havergal Brian, which was given
its frst presentation in Liverpool. Here there was no vagueness and no fugitive ideas.
The scene was a country fair, there was noise and nonsense and rollicking humour, and
everything that was essential to the realisation of the scene was represented with almost
photographic fidelity - even down to the Punch and Judy entertainment and the fat
woman show. The suite is a happy-go-lucky burlesque, as unpretentious as it is jolly,
and, estimated at its proper value, it was received with cordiality. Strauss's 'Till Eulen-
qpiegel' and Dvorak's ever-fascinating 'New World Symphony' made up the rest of the
orchestral programme, and both were played with admirable spirit. Mr Bantock's inter-
pretation of the tone poem brought out all its broadly-humorous characteristics to
advantage, and the instrumentalists were again applauded for the excellence of their
execution. Mr Walter Hyde was the vocalist, and both his numbers, 'Rienzi's Prayer'
(Rienzi) and the 'Spring Song' (Die Walkure), were rendered with superlative vocal
skill and artistic sympathy. fJanuary 20 19081

The 'Liverpool 
correspondent' for The Musical Times had no such problem with

BigS Fair, wfiting of 'this fine work' that 'the music is of tranquil beauty, the
central idea being surrounded by moving polyphony richly coloured. Before the
close it reaches a climax of real grandeur, and all through betokens the mind
and hand of a maste r.'26 By contrast The Musical Standard critic was anything
but complimentary when he wrote that Delius 'takes himself very seriously -

so much that, nothwithstanding a $eat amount of technical cleverness and
lavish use of every possible adjunct, even to a set of chimes, a full batteie
of drums and an unusually large brass choir, I was heartly glad when the last bar
sounded. I am sorry to say it, but the whole thing appeared to me - and I was
not alone in the opinion - a case of "much ado about nothing".'2? 1To be
fair, after Beecham's performance in March, another critic in the same journal
found i t ' the most satisfactory composit ion I have heard by this composer' .A)

Newman was presumably unable to attend Bantock's concert as he was 'on

duty' that afternoon in Birmingham reviewing Carmen for the Birmingham
Doily Post (and curiously Bantock does not seem to have given the work again,
perhaps because of objections from his committee). But Newman did attend
Ronald's performance in Birmingham Town Hall on February l9 and had him-
self to admit to some puzzlement:

It was a tough nut to crack, even for those who knew something of it in advance; and it
must be counted unto last night's audience for righteousness that if puzzled by some
parts of it, it was undoubtedly pleased by the work as a whole. . The main features
of [Mr Delius's] style are a peculiarly melting and elusive harmonic idiom, a kind of
golden tint in the orchestration that one meets with in the scoring of no other composer,
and a refined impressionism of atmospheric suggestion. . Some of the strangest passages
in 'Brigg Fair' - and I candidly confess that I could not see the raisort d'?tre of them
last night - will probably be obvious enough to us in another ten or twenty yeas. . D

Whena l i t t le later Delius saw Newman's review, he wrote on March 9 to Bantock:
'Apart from his favourable remarks about the work - which are always pleasant
to read - I find the article quite remarkable - He is the only living musical
critic who gets inside a work - He has enormous musical instinct. I know no
one either in France or Germany who can cri t icise l ike that. '
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Havergal Brian and Delius

hesent at Bantock's Brigg Fair rehearsal was the critic Gerald Cumberland (who,
like Newman, wrote under a pseudonym, his real name being Charles Kenyon)
who sat near Delius and 'vaguely wondered who he might be. . He had a curious-
ly old fashioned appearance, caused by the way that he wore his har, by the cut
of his clothes, by the cast of his face. . I certainly never associated him with the
composer of the work to which I was listening'.s There too was Havergal Brian
who, in the year he died, remembered meeting Delius at that rehearsal:

Delius sat silent during my work rehearsal - but when we reached the 'Carnival' and the
episode 'Sleeping Beauty' Delius pulled my sleeve and said 'Brian this is really lovely -
why not do something with it.' At that time he was a delightful fellow to meet and the
last time I saw him (1908) was at breakfast with his wife in the North Staff Hotel
Stoke on Trent.3l

For many years Bantock's home and friendship were to provide a haven of
stability in Brian's irregular life. He had come close to meeting Bantock for the
first time when, hearing of his name, he had gone on a choir outing from the
Potteries to New Brighton and observed Bantock rehearsing the orchestra be-
hind a tarpaulin in the ball room which was then not yet completed. Their
long-standing friendship took root in 1906, and, according to Reginald Nettel,32
Bantock asked Brian to interest James Whewall, the conductor of the North
Staffordshire District Choral Society, in Delius's music. On November 24 1907
Brian wrote to Delius an enthusiastic letter full of praise for the success of
the Piano Concerto and Appolachia about which he felt 'truly proud to hear
so many fine things'. He added that a few weeks earlier he had left a copy of
Sea Dift with Whewall, and had also brought Appalachia to his attention,
with good prospects for their performance, pending a Tonic Sol-Fa translation
'and the passing by Committee'. He concluded: 'You must please forgive my
absence from the performances of your works. I seldom go to London for I'm
tied down to a business life here - my musical doings lying entirely outside it.'

The extent of Brian's devotion to the music of Delius may be judged from the
following extracts from letters to Delius:

I hope to be able to hear much of your music in the future. 'Sea Drift' has a high and
warm place in my heart. We were hoping to have it here in March/April next, but in
view of Sheffield its performance remains untii after the Festival. I am doing my utmost
to pull off 'Appalachia' in March/April next & feel confident that it will be done. I
will make your music known down here. The people here revel in modernity - I don't
know why, but it is quite true. (December I8)

I've been going through your 'Appalachia' this morning. It is an extraordinary work,
its sincerity makes me weep. I don't know when such a surprise offered itself to me. . We
will have it here and you shall hear your music sung. I 'm proud to know such a genius -

it is most extraordinary music. May god let you write more such music. (December 22)

Bantock is one of the best hearted fellows livfurg - a true son of genius like your-
self - and what is more he is fearless in his actions and not a snob. I shall do all I can for
you here as I've already done for Bantock and Elgar. I would give my life if it would
push on the modern school - indeed ['ve parted with a little energy in this neighbour-
hood. . I am with you in your League & don't think much can come from London.
The atmosphere there is poisonous. . (December 2D.
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Delius had written to Bantock on December 21: 'Brian wrote to me such a nice
& sympathetic letter, what a nice fellow he must be. I am looking forward to
a better acquaintance with him & his work.' To which Bantock replied two
days later:

You can depend upon Brian at Hanley. He is really a good-hearted, generous, enthusiastic
soul, and may be relied on. He is preaching powerfully the gospel of Delius in the Potteries,
and many conversions will be made. I am hoping for definite news of 'Appalchia'&
'Sea Drift' at Hanley, with the positive dates. Meanwhile Brian's the boy. He's truer
tlnn the whole London gang put together, in spite of a bitterly hard struggle to make
ends meet, and feed his family. You will meet him again at Liverpool, & I beteve you
will be good friends.

Bantock conducting a rehearsal of Omar Khayyam in 1906
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At about this time Nettel suggests that a work of Brian's unwittingly was the
cause of some disagreement between Bantock and Delius.33 At Wood's invita-
tion, the two were on a judging panel selecting a prtze cantata from the entries
for the 1908 Norwich Festival competition. Delius had nothing but scathing
remarks for the entries ('. . there are remarkably few gifted musicians in Eng-
land, if I am to judge from the scores that Wood has sent to me for the prize
Cantata, Ye gods! My lowest estimation seems to be considerably above their
standard. . This will do me for ever, I believe, as adjudicator. .') and may have
rejected Brian's (unsigned) entry with some damning criticism that would have
offended Bantock. When he later learned of Brian's authorship, he wrote Bantock
a mildly apologetic letter ('I am very sorry he did not get the prize'). However,
the work in question, The Vision of Cleopatra (written as stipulated to a prize-
winning libretto by Gerald Cumberland), was given second place and the friend-
ship was unaffected.

Sea Drift, to which the Sheffield Festival had prior claim for the first English
performance in October 1908 conducted by Wood, was given with Whewall's
choir by Beecham in Hanley Town Hall on December 3, the concert also inclu-
ding Brian's symphonic poem Hero and Lemder and Bantock conducting
Part Two to Omar Khayyam, the Prelude to Sappho and two songs. (This
caused Delius, who was present, to write on February 17 1909 to Bantock,
addressing him 'Allah il Allah' and adding 'I have not forgotten your opening
of Omar second part - it is immense - Shall I have an opportunity of hearing
the 2nd part again? & also the I st part?') Beecham repeated Sea Drift the
next day in Manchester, and the Hanley Appolachia which Brian worked so
hard for was also given with Whewall's choir, Delius himself conducting the
Hall6 Orchestra on April 2 1908. In preparation for the concert he had written
to Bantock on December 21 1907: 'I should just love to conduct your students'
orchestra to try my hand at it - I am conducting hard at "Appalachia" &
real ly bel ieve I  shal l  be able to do i t . . .  I  am gett ing the Score. .  of f  byheart ' ,
and on January 28: 'l am studying hard at "Appalachia" and conducting vio-
lently an imaginary Orchestra.' At the concert Bantock clearly was not over-
impressed by Delius's effectiveness with the baton for Delius later wrote before
the premitre of In o Summer Garden: '. . in spite of your severe criticism of
my conducting - I shall try again.'

The Musical League

The barbed tail to Brian's last quoted letter to Delius and Bantock's sneering
comment on the 'London gang' smack strongly of the contempt felt by many
in the provinces for the music capital and its academic circle. There was a strong
feeling in the air for a move towards 'provincialism', a cause espoused and ad-
vanced by Newman in 1900 and exemplified at its best by the Triennial Festi-
vals of Sheffield, If,eds, Norwich, Birmingham and the Three Choirs.'Decentra-
lisation' was effectively the motto pinned to the mast-head of the ill-fated
Musical kague of which Delius was a prime mover. But the whole undertaking,
that struggled to mount two festivals, was to be confounded by its conflicting
personalities, too many men with too little time to spare and with vacillating
conviction in the enterprise, especially when matters were not running smoothly.
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It was in October 1907 that Delius broached the idea to Bantock: 'l am
getting up a great musical scheme, which I shall tell you all about when I meet
you, and on Tuesday morning I am invited to lunch in order to meet Elgar,
whom I shall also ask to join me.'Delius had clearly gained inspiration from the
Allgemeine Deutsche Musikverein Tonkunstlerfest (Sea Dnft had been first
performed at the 1906 festival at Essen), and after his stay at Broad Meadow
wrote again: 'The scheme will not be laid before the public until January lst.
The campagne will be opened by a letter from Elgar to the Daily Telegraph
in which he will propose the scheme of a National musical league & a yearly
meeting. I have placed the statutes & rules of the Tonkunstler Verein at his
disposal.' In another (undated) letter Delius wrote: 'I should prefer Elgar, you
& myself to sign the letter & you may be sure we shall have a good following.'
But Bantock doubted that Elgar's name would carry enough sway and wrote
on November 16: 'Newman & I both fear you are on the wrong tack.' All
representative musicians in the country, he felt, should sign the letter. 'Elgar's
name alone is not sufficient to carry the Provinces & as he has many enemies,
this fact alone would deter many from joining the scheme.'
Machinations and Modernity

Even while the formation of the Musical League was being mooted, a srrong
undercurrent of intrigue was afoot in Birmingham. At its centre were Newman,
Beecham and the Birmingham City Choral Society, a body opposed to Bantock's
progressive ideas and which he considered 'moribund and effete' and of which
Beecham came to regret accepting the conductorship for the season lg07-8,
linding himself in the very centre of a fierce internecine struggle in which all
the musical institutions of the town seemed to take an animated part. The most
belligerent if not the most influential of the opposing groups had constituted
itself the champion of an out-and-out modernity, to the extent of treating the
performance of any work not written within the twenty previous years as a
serious misdemeanour.'3 (The choir eventually broke up with Rutland Boughton
absorbing a large number of its members into The New Choral Society with
Bantock's support.) On December l4 1907 Bantock wrote to Delius: 'There
has been an organised attack on Newman by various Societies here, who have
gone behind his back to the Daily Post. Fortunately the "Post" supports
Newman & has refused to accept the statenrents of his calumniators.' Bantock
felt that Beecham had permitted his name to be used in this 'plot' against
Newnran, and there now seemed a l ikelihood that what at f irst might be a
srnall r ift between the two would develop into a yawning chasm and seriously
affect the lrague: 'Frankly, I wil l have nothing rnore to do with the lrague,
if there is going to be any double-dealing within our ranks.' Two days later
Delius tried to reassure Bantock that Beecham had told hirn 'he was with us &
did not care twopence about the choral society. . We must run the show, my
dear boy, & if we can't. we are no good - The 3 of us rnust be the brain of the
kague & keep the rudder in our hands, otherwise, it wil l drift about uselessly
& with no purpose as nrusical things have done for the last 50 years. . . Write me
at once about Beechanr, if there is anything wrong in that quarter - which I
don't believe-we nrust shove hirn out. '



The next day Bantock made his attitude clear: 'Newman's position was
a delicate one, as I expected Beecham to make some active intervention,
while he had the opportunity. . I am not inclined to place any further faith in
Beecham, and he must take the consequences of his inaction. We are better
without him on the Committee of the [rague.' Beecham touched on the affair
when writing to Delius, first in an undated letter:

I went down to B'ham last week to see Newman. . and we had a long friendly chat.
You may expect some outbreak of 'villainy' shortly. But he is a wee bit too conservative
for anything really rousing.'Anyway he is head and shoulders above the rest.

On December 13 he reported:

I went to Birmingham last Monday and stayed the night with Bantock. We had a long
chat and cleared the air a little. The situation there is bound to arrive at a crisis soon
and it is fairly evident - I think - that the star of the Progresive is in the ascendant.

Five days later Delius informed Bantock that he had had a long letter from
Beecham. 'I am sure he is alright,' he advised, an assurance which Bantock
accepted in a letter the following day, adding that he would 'refer no more
to what is now past.' But the matter did not quite rest there. On March 7 1909
Delius wrote to Bantock:

Beecham ought to be encouragrid by every modern & progress loving musician in
England - He is the most worthy of it - You seem to have something against him - I
cannot make out what it is - He is no intriguer. What hast tha gotten agin im, lad?

Bantock, who was probably not so keen as Delius was that Beecham should be
invited to join the League committee, replied on March 1l:

Once and for all, get it oot'o thy skull that I've anythink agin Bfeecham].I don't know
him as well as you do, but I give him credit for what he is doing for orchestral music,
& for his sacrifices in this direction. He ought however to answer his letters, and
particularly mine, if I am to maintain any interest in his work. .

As secretary to the I-eague, Norman O'Neill was to encouter similar problems.
'B 

[eecham] 
's unbusinessJike ways are most annoying - he won't reply even to

important things!' he informed Delius on May 20 1909, and by September 22
was equally exasperated: 'He is hopeless - I give him up!!'Notwithstanding his
unconventional and frustrating modus operandi, Beecham expended much of
his remarkable drive on the League during its early stages.

The League is launched. . . and sinks

The Musical lrague was launched in the press on March 23 1908 with a mani-
festo bearing the signatures of Elgar (President), Delius (Vice-President), Ban-
tock, Wood, and several others. Its chief aim was to hold an annual festival
mainly of new or unfamiliar works both English and foreign, and to encourage
decentralisation (the word was couched in different terms) by utilising as far as
possible the musical resources of each district. Although Elgar was abroad in
Rome at the time, Delius attended the first committee meeting on April 10
in Birmingham, but the running of the lrague very soon became tangled up with
personalities. Because he was adjudicating elsewhere Bantock was absent from
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the next meeting on July 3 (his teaching duties were particularly onerous). He
had repeatedly tried to persuade Delius to come over for it. 'Unless something
is done soon,'he wrote on June 27,'the affair willfizzle out, and we shall all
become a laughing stock. Be a good lad, and come over to the meeting. We all
want to see the ship saved from wreckage.' But his desperate plea found little
sympathy from De[us. 'If it fizzles out,' he replied on June 30, 'England is
hopeless as a field for the development of modern music - They want another
20 years of Oratorio & religious dead music & if the league has done nothing
else it has made me make your acquaintance & given me a new & dear friend.' It
was as if, having sown the seed, he expected it to grow without his nourishing it.

The sorry state of the League was made clear in a letter to Delius from
Beecham:

. . It is now quite certain, as it was at fust more or less likely, that the majority of the
Committee are not only useless but also dangerous. They are in fact the wrong men,
possessing neither knowledge nor enthusiasm. Elgar is absolutely hopeless, Agnew is a
cipher, Harding a fool, Pitt uninterested, McNaught amiable but weak and Ronald
antagonistic. The chief business transacted at the last meeting was a discussion as to
whether the League should disband or notll (July 10)

O'Neill acquainted Delius with similarly dismal facts about the League's bumpy
r ide:

. . If it had not been for Beecham, Evans, & myself, I do not think there would be any
Musical League now! - Elgar began by finding fault with everything that had been
done. . & said he would appeal to nobody for money - He is such an infernal ass that I
should not think anybody would give him a penny! - L Ronald threw cold water on the
scheme - likewise Agnew & Harding who evidently were in favour of winding it up! . .
Now it all comes to this - Beecham & Evans are the men who are going to start this
thing if it gets started at all - McNaught may be useful & I shall do all I can. The others
are no good - Bantock - Wood - Pitt - were not there - & nothing €n be expected
from them. . . (July 6)

That month Bantock at last found time to visit Grez. 'l am thinking of
becoming an artist, & exchanging music for painting, so I shall expect to be

able to make some studies of models - from the nude of course - during
my brief stay. We wil l  then be able to discuss the future of the [,eague,'he
had writ ten on June 13. After Bantock had been unable the previousmonth to
get to Munich to hear Part Two of A Mass of Life, Delius was delighted with
news of his coming to Grez:

I am so pleased you :ue coming here & am already looking forward to your visit.
Don't make it too short! - How strange! I am also thinking of giving up Composing
for painting, & am going to study rlre nude seriously this summer - We are going
to have a model down from Paris so you will be able to make several serious studies
whilst you are here - It is funny but only the female nude seems to inspire my artistic
faculty! Bring Newman along if he can come - We can set him to writing music - as
he knows so much about i t !

Bantock sent his wife t{elen(a) a post-card on July 15 from Grez on which he
ringed Delius's house: 'Voi la! La residence de Mohammed.'

Delius was in England in October for the Sheffield Festival Sea Drift and at-
tended with Elgar his second (and last) committee meeting which, he thought,
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'went off very well' and had settled that a Festival was to take place in Liver-
pool next year. He later held out hopes that people like Max von Schillings,
Gustav Mahler ('the finest conductor in the world'), Debussy and d'Indy would
all come over and conduct their works at the kague's Festival ('Ravel I can
get at any time'). But all this was not to be and, although the Festival did take
place in September, before then Delius had begun to lose faith in the kague,
writing on March 7 l9O9:

Things really look rather hopeless in England. . I am beginning to appreciate what it
mqtns - 'The English Eats'- Ears that have listened to vulgar & formal commonplace
music for a hundred years without protesting, & which hails as works of genius -
Music that belongs to the Mendelssohn period with a little bit of Wagner thrown in. .

On March 1l Bantock countered Delius's scorn with a rebuke in dialect that
somewhat softened the caustic criticism of Delius's inaction and living abroad:

What has tha gotten agin the ole countree? What's use o'crying aboot th'English Ears,
if tha wa'nt do summat to help syringe 'em? What's use o'protesting? Lad, tha must keep
on poomping and poomping at 'em, wi'out givin' o'em rest. The poor ignorant fools
know dinna kenna no weel better. Of course they'll suck Mendelssohn's soothing syrup,
as long as they have hold o'the bottle. What we have to do is to get the bottle awa'from
'em, and ye canna weel do it, by pitching yer tent over the hills and far away. .

That exchange contained the pith of Bantock's philosophy as a musical educa-
tionalist, work that Delius acknowledged in his reply which also made pointed
reference to Bantock's forced resignation from the Liverpool Orchestral Society
after having introduced too many new works:

Ow can thee axe me what ie's gotten agin the ole country? Asnt tha gotten sacked at
Liverpool! & you've been poomping and poomping at em pretty long & really trying to
bring a little fresh air into the musical atmosphere -The question is, is it worth 'poomping'

& spending ones energy and strength on a musically apathetic nce. (March 16)

Bantock had some say in the works played at the League's 1909 Festival,
being the only member of the selection sub{ommittee to turn up for one of the
meetings! And he fought hard to have Brian's music included - with success
(Psalm 137). But personalities still mixed less than harmoniously, with O'Neill
writing to Delius in March: 'This festival must be made a success and we must
not let personal feelings on Bantock's or anybody's part get the upper hand.'

Coda

By joining forces with the lncorporated Society of Musicians the dying Musical
lrague did survive a second festival held in Birmingham at the very end of 1912.
But i t  was i ts last breath. Delius had long since writ ten i t  off ,  wri t ing in Apri l
1 9 l  l :

The musical League I suppose is dead. . I am afraid artistic undertakings are impossible
in England - The country is not yet artistically civilized - There is something hopeless
about English people in a musical and artistic way, to be frank, I have entirely lost my
interest and prefer to live abroad and make flying visits.
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Bantock's reputation as a composer was at its peak in the years before the
First War and his time already absorbed enough by teaching duties. His name
was widely held in great respect and he met other composers of note, Rach-
maninov in 1911 and Prokofiev (who stayed with him in Birmingham andbeat
him at chess) and Scriabin in 1914, for example. There was the one occasion
when as composer-conductor he shared the platform at the 1909 Three Choirs
Festival with Elgar (Cockaigne) and Delius (Dance Rlwpsody No.1 - 'I suppose
this is your doing again & I can tell you that I appreciate it most thoroughly')
when he conducted his Old English Suite.In June 1911 he attended Beecham's
all-Delius concert at Queen's Hall which included Appalachia and two days later
he dined with Delius, Beecham and Nikolay Tcherepnin. Back at Broad Meadow
at odd moments in September and October he played through Appalnchin which
he conducted at a Manchester Hail6 concert on January 25 l9l2in the same
programme as the frst perfornance of his unaccompanied choral symphony
Atalanta in &lydore. This new work attracted so much critical attention in the
press that Appalachia, unwisely placed at the end of a long and taxing pro-
gramme, went almost unnoticed.'I should have loved to be present & to have
heard your new Choral Symphony - However, dear friend, I shall be with you
in thought,' the exile had written. Although his correspondence with Delius
was now much less frequent, he prograrnmed the Piano Concerto at least three
times, in l9l6 at Bradford (with Evlyn Howard-Jones) and at Liverpool, and in
l92I at the Midland Institute. In August 1928 there came a letter from Grezrn
Jelka's hand 'to congratulate you on your 60th birthday. It is a long time since
I heard anything from you. .' That same month he planned a visit to Grez. In
1930 Bantock was knighted and in May Jelka wrote again, referring to a pleasant
visit they had had from GB's second son with his wife: 'We enjoyed Raymond's
visit so much in the winter and have read his books with great interest. I think
he is very gifted. .'

In June 1930 a concert in which Bantock conducted Appalochia with the
Midland Institute School of Music was relayed from Birmingham Town Hall
on the Midland-Regional service, but unfortunately reception at Grez was not
strong enough for Delius to listen in, 'But please convey Fred's thanks to all
performers; he feels sure they gave an enthusiastic and spirited performance
and his heart was with them,'wrote Jelka. He continued to advocate his friends'
music; he tried to interest the BBC in one of Brian's symphonies, and with the
BBC Orchestra on March | 1934 he conducted a broadcast of two excerpts
from Brian's The Tigers3s, Holbrooke's then equally rare Queen Mab, and The
Wand of Youth Suite No.l by his old friend Elgar who had died in February.
Near the end Elgar had apparently asked to see GB for the last time. Myrrha
Bantock remembered: 'My father returned from [the meetingJ deeply dis-
tressed. "Elgar knows he is dying," he confided to my mother and me.'36 The
previous June Elgar had written to 'my dear Gran', telling him of the visit he
had made to Delius: 'We talxed much of old things including old friends: I
said "Granville Bantock" etc. Delius interrupted with "One of the best!" In
which I cordially agree.'

Delius's death came just over three months after Elgar's. 'Those were such
glorious times when we stayed with you. ,' Jelka wrote in July to Lady Bantock.
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Sir Granville Bantock, summer 1939
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'Please give him my love. We often spoke of him and last year Fred listened to
all of his speeches on the Wireles. .' Granville Bantock lived for another twelve
years3T and saw contemporary music develop at a bewildering pace. But his
heart was in the music of his friends, those who had been his contemporaries,
and right towards the end of his life he could openly declare: 'British music has
made little progress since Elgar and although there is plenty of music being
composed to-day, none of it will compare with the works of Delius.'s
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EXPLORING AND EVALUAIING
BANTOCK

A Personal Survey

by Irwis Foreman

The more I explore the British music written between 1880 and 1950, the more
sceptical do I become of the publications of many commentators on the period.
No recent historian of the British music of this era appears to have actually
listened to a range of performances of all the works under consideration, score
in hand, and come to an assessment of living music. Scores can breed curiosity
but it is not possible really to love an extended work, to have it in one's
bones merely from reading the score. Even so eminent a writer as the late Alec
Robertson, when writing immediately after the Second War on Dvorak's then
unknown symphonies numbers l -6, seriously undervalued them when all he had
recourse to were the scores. Personally I would never consider publishing any-
thing than a very interim announcement of interest without experiencing one
and possibly several performances. Going through vocal scores at the piano is
an even more hazardous occupation - fine for intending performers looking for
hunches to back, but not for musical historians wanting to publish assessments
that may be seminal and influential. Sir Granville Bantock is a particular case in
point: how tawdry the famous camel caravan episode from Omm Khayyam
sounds without its orchestral textures and colours.

I first became interested in Bantock in the early 1960s and was fortunate to
hear many otherwise unperformed works on private recordings in the possession
of the Bantock family. The Bantock Centenary in 1968, though perhaps more
muted than it should have been, nevertheless gave us an opportunity to hear
some of the best works, as well as a few of those many scores which Bantock
tossed off with incredible fluency, and which, while enjoyable, are not the
stuff on which the reputation of so substantial a figure as Bantock should be
based. Bantock was a Midlands composer at a time when the musical challenge
of the provinces to the metropolis was very strong. Eleven years Elgar's junior,
Bantock followed him as Peyton Professor of Music at Birmingham University
in 1908. At that time Bantock and Elgar were together regarded as the Nation's
leading composers, and there are many who would have backed Bantock as being
the greater. He certainly wrote a huge amount of music - his industry was
prodigious - and many of his works also call for vast forces and are of sub-
stantial length. Stylistically Bantock embraced what was new in Edwardian times
and he did not change much afterwards. Strauss certainly has an important
place in his scheme of things, though as an enthusiastic champion of Sibelius
and Tchaikovsky he did not allow himself to become totally immersed in things
Straussian, and he was also much influenced by Hebridean and Scots songs.
Yet the example of Strauss as a musical illustrator was important: Bantock was
never at a loss for the musical representation of some exotic, picturesque or
dramatic event, whether it be a camel caravan (in Omor Khayyam), the Atlantic
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Ocean (in the Hebridean Symphony) or the incidental music for a play such as
Macbeth (1926, revised 1940).

Bantock's output was vast, and from what one may justifiably regard as over-
production it is difficult to make a realistic evaluation of what is likely to be of
lasting value. After the 1920s the quality of his music fell off, his occasional
works exhibiting evidence of hasty facility rather than depth or originality.
But his sense of colour and drama never left him. He definitely has a place
in the live music of this country, but it would be unrealistic to pretend that a
large proportion of his works deserve to live. However, out of the hundreds
of large-scale works he wrote - the majority of them published - it is possible
to sift a number that should receive attention.

Among the most accessible of the composer's works are his cycles of songs
with orchestral accompaniment of which there are nine, as well as other mis-
cellaneous orchestral songs. The poets set vary widely from translations of Hafiz
and Sappho to Blake, Browning, and the composer's wife. The only fact that
militates against some of the songs today, particularly the early ones, is the way
in which the texts have dated. This applies especially to the Arnold translation
of Haftz, which is set in the Five Glwzals of Hafiz and which spoils what - at
least in the orchegral version of 1937 - is a fine cycle. There are many delight-
ful things in the Sappho Songs, a cycle of nine songs with an extended orchestral
prelude which together play for nearly an hour. This cycle is probably more
viable when only selected numbers are given, perhaps the prelude and five of
the songs.

Like the songs, the orchestral music too has become part of the inevitable
vicious circle in which the neglected composer finds himself; he is not played
because he is not known, and he is not known because he is not played. Nearly
all the orchestral tone poems still have to be properly explored. Quite a number
of later occasional orchestral pieces were recorded by Paxton, but they are not
the music on which to base a serious assessment. The first of the Four Chinese
Landscapes of 1936, for example, is pastiche Sibelius, and little of Bantock's
authentic voice comes through, attractive though the music is. The early orches-
tral works, hocessional, Jaga-Nut and Saul I have not heard, but enthusiasts
can anticipate Wagnerian textures. The Helena Variations (written in the year
of Elgar's Enigma - 1899) has just been recorded for broadcasting by the BBC
Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Edward Downes. I was there and can re-
port that while it is uneven music, including mock-oriental and neo-Elgarian
episodes, it is well worth a hearing. Russian Scenes (1902) does little more than
emphasise the impact of Tchiakovsky on young British composers at the end of
Victoria's reign. Although the movement At the Fair momentarily makes one
think Bantock is looking forward to Petrushlca,its source is surely Tchiakovsky's
Second Suite. The vividness of Russian Scenes is however not found in its
successor, a set of English Scenes of 1904.

Bantock's six numbered tone poems were written between 1900 and 1912.
Of these the splendidly colourful Fifine ot the Fair (1911) is familiar from Bee-
cham's recording (SXLP 30440). All of them are well worth a hearing, though
excerpts from Lalla Rookh (1902) that were played in the piano reduction at
a Havergal Brian Society AGM a year or so ago clearly needed orchestral colour
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to make anything of them. When I had to assess the tone poems for a Kensing-
ton Symphony Orchestra concert, I chose Dante and Beatrice of 1911 (a re-
vision of Dante from l9O2), and I felt that although Straussian, it is splendidly
vivid and deserved to be known. The delicate tone poem Pierrot of the Minute
(after Dowson) of 1909 contrasts with the orchestral opulence of its Straussian
contemporaries. It has some lovely moments (listen to RCA RL25184),but for
me it relies too heavily on delicate tendrils of colour, too little on Bantock's
usually forthright melodic invention. These two aspects of Bantock's style in the
Edwardian period combine with great success in the short Sapphic Poem for
cello and orchestra of 1906, recorded by the pioneering Hull Youth Orchestra
(Gough & Davy GD2003). It is one of a number of short works for cello and or-
chestra, others being Elegiac Poem (1898), Celtic Poem (1914), Hamabdil
(1919) and Dramatic Poem (1941).

Baptock's earlier choral works (The Fire llorshippers of 1892 and the two
completed parts of Chrtstus from 1898) are unlikely to be revived. But The Time
Spirit of 1903, to words by Bantock's wife, is sufficiently modest to tempt an
adventurous amateur choral society. Indeed, it was Robert Tucker's Broadheath
Singers who revived its immediate successor, Sea Wanderers (also to a Helen
Bantock text), clerirly the precursor to Omar Khoyyam which immediately fol-
lowed it. Sea Wanderers, published in 1906, must have had a considerable im-
pact at the time on an audience which was yet to experience Vaughan Williams'
Sea Symphony. Of the later choral works Pan in Arcady (written in 1914, but
owing to the war not played until 1920) is perhaps the most interesting of those
not heard since over sixty years ago. Surviving acetates of a pre-WW2 perfor-
mance of The Second Day section from the extended choral work The Song
of Songs reveal an extract suffused in the idiom of the last half-hour of Strauss's
Salome. The Song of Songs was completed in 1926 and was well received when
first given in a broadcast perfornance n 1927 . Scored for six soloists (with three
additional minor women's parts), chorus and semi-chorus, and large orchestra,
it is worthy of the attention of interested pioneers, though I suspect that some
would be less huppy with its brand of full-blooded late romanticism than they
were with that in Omar Khoyyam. The vast canvases that are used to portray
Omar Khayyam and Pan in Arcady undoubtedly contain some very fine music;
Bantock had the gift of being able to coalesce a lot of intricately detailed writing
into the impressive sweeping large-scale canvas. This he does most notably in
Omar Khayyam (1906-9). However, both Omar and. Pan present the same sort
cf barrier to performance that had to be surmounted by those bringing Havergal
Brian's Gothic Symphony to a hearing. The BBC revival of Omar is perhaps the
key performance so far, and has revealed a work of far greater stature than even
Bantock's most persuasive champions may have dared hope. It raises Bantock to
being worthy of consideration as a very substantial Edwardian composer.Omar
certainly warrants assessment in the same breath as some of Elgar's big choral
works. Also of importance is the BBC's revival of Bantock's pioneering un-
accompanied choral symphony Atalanta in Calydon (191 I ). Here we have been
lucky to have had two different modern performances; I heard them both in the
hall and also over the air. They gave a very fair idea of the music, but with
only 64 voices something was missing. In addition Bantock asked for light
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effects; the brave attempt at the  first of the BBC’s two performances to project
coloured lights on a screen was no substitute for massed choirs totally suffused
in the colours Bantock requested. The Pilgrim’s Progress, a choral work on a
similar scale to The Song of Songs which he composed in a hurry in 1928, is
less successful. In this work the composer writes in a more austere idiom, and
the ideas -at least on the evidence of the vocal score - fail to grip so immediately.
The best of it can probably be heard in the excerpts recorded at the time by
Stanford Robinson, on Columbia 9894.

One of the most fruitful influences on Bantock was Hebridean folk-song.
The publication of Marjory Kennedy-Fraser's Songs of the Hebrides in 1909,
and her subsequent series of recitals of this folk music came as a considerable
revelation to many critics of the time. Later Kennedy-Fraser portrayed the
character of Mary Mac1eod on the stage in The Seal-Woman (1924), a chamber

Bantock, Marjorie Kennedy- Fraser, and Barry Jackson with (behind) Adrian
Boult and designer Paul Shelving at the time of the first performance of The
Seal-Woman in September 1924 at Jackson’s Birmingham Repertory Theatre,
Boult conducting.
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opera for which she herself wrote the libretto and Bantock the music, a wonder-
ful minor masterpiece which evocatively sets some 18 of the Songs of the
Hebrides. Bantock's interest in Hebridean folk-song had already shown itself in
the Hebridean Symphony (1916), one of his best works and recorded by the
Hull Youth Orchestra on GD2002. (The young players achieve a remarkably
high standard apart from a violin solo whose intonation seems to me unaccept-
able.) The use of Hebridean folk melodies in this work makes for much of
its delight; Bantock handles them with flair, making glorious sea music and
touching atmosphere in the quieter moments. Collectors of 78s who have Ban-
tock's short orchestral movement Sea Reivers (Paxton GTRI04) will already
be acquainted with the style of the Hebridean, for Sea Reivers was originally
intended as the scherzo of the symphony and only turned into a work on its
own account when it did not satisfy Bantock in its context. (It is worth nothing
that a selection from the original collection of Songs of the Hebides has been
recolded on Meridian 877008.)

T'he Hebridean Symphony is one of three works by Bantock using the epithet
'symphony' to appear on disc: in addition to the Hull Youth Orchestra record-
ing, the Hebridean was recorded for Columbia n 1925 by Boult with the City of
Birmingham Orchestra but never issued; the Celtic Symphony of 1940 for six
harps and strings was transferred from Paxton 78s to mono 10 inch LP (LPT-
1003); and the more nearly symphonic Pagan Symphony of 1928 (using some
material from the unfinished Festival of Pan which was the second part of
The Great God Pan of which the first part was Pan in Arcady) has appeared
on Aries 1606, the true identity of the performers (possibly the BBC NSO/
Maurice Handford) being concealed under pseudonyms. The Pagan Symphony
is soon to appear in a new recording made by that adventurous Hull Youth
Orchestra.

Of the late works a number are unpublished and even unperformed. I think
I am most intrigued by the unknown symphony The Cyprian Goddess of 1939
(originally entitled Aphrodite in Qprus). A lot of the late orchestral music
is of indifferent quality, but the comedy overture The Birds, written shortly
before his death, is a worthwhile if unpretentious piece. Also of importance
amongst his last works is a tone poem for brass band, The Lond of the ever
young, which is probably his best piece for the medium - for which he wrote
quite a lot - and certainly bears comparison with other music for brass band
written by his contemporaries.

We have to admit that Bantock is not so great a composer as Ernest Newman
once thought, but he had a personal voice of his own and he is a considerable
figure, deserving to be heard. It would be particularly worthwhile, I think,
to hear the Edwardian tone poems that have remained unplayed since his death,
in particular Saul (1893), Tlwlaba the Destroyer (1899), Hudibras (1906), The
Witch of Atlas (1902), and Lalla Rookh (1902); and certainly the two we have
heard -Fifine at the Fair and Dante and Beatrice-arc worthy of inclusion in
any concert where colourful, romantic and enjoyable music is needed. But it is
the two big choral works that I would put top of my list for revival: first Pan
in Arcady (about 45 minutes), and thenThe Song of Songs (perhaps 2Yzhours).
Anv takers?
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BANTOCK:THE FAMILY REMEMBERS

On August 10 1982 in Northampton and on October 16 in London the Editor
had informal interviews with Angus and Raymond Bantock, sons of Sir Granville
Bantock, and they kindly gave their permission for edited extracts from these talks
to be printed below. Their younger sister Myrrha Bantock now lives in the Orange
Free State and answered written enquiries. Feeling that she has little to add to her
'personal portrait' of her father (Granville Bantock, Dent 1972), especially as regards
her slender memories of Delius, she gave kind permission for quotations to be made
from her book.

J.R. Granville (‘Angus’) Bantock, born in 1898, enlisted in the Inns of Court
OTC in March 1917 and obtained a commission in the Queen's Own Cameron
Highlanders in May 1918, seeing active service in France. In 1920 he joined
the Ceylon Police, rising after 18 years’ service to Grade I Superintendent
of Police in charge of Colombo. In 1939 he joined HM Prison Service, serving
in numerous large prisons before retiring in 1962 as Governor of Strangeways.
In 1966 he served as an assessor on the Mountbatten Enquiry into Prison Security.

We lived in an era of names. My father, for instance, was GB. I was Angus-
I didn't like being named after Julian the Apostate; [Lady Bantock's interest in
Marcus Aurelius gave Raymond (known as ‘Dork’ in the family) the middle
name of Marcus as well as Robert after the poet Browning; GB’s interests in
Greece and Persia resulted in the naming Hermione Myrrha Shirin] ; Hamilton
[the youngest of the three brothers, a police detective who died of cancer] was

Sir Granville and Lady Bantock (the subject of the Helena Variations) at Chalfont
St. Peter in the summer of 1939.
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called Kintoki after one of the Japanese legends. GB was very interested in
Japanese prints which were a vogue at the time of the Japanese exhibition,
and my father bought a lot of them. Whenever he did anything, prints or stamps
for example, he went into it thoroughly. I was very thankful-to him for his
fascination for the East, for he wanted someone to read Persian with him. I
was then about 11 or 12 and I learned the Persian alphabet script as a secret
language, and Ham and I used to write to one another in English but using the
Persian characters. It made a perfect secret language. I have a lot to be thankful
to GB for, with my love of books and my interest in oriental languages. When
my father died, by his bedside were the works of S'adi and the Odis of Horace.

Broad Meadow [their home outside Birmingham from lg07 to l9l3J was an
absolute joy - it was a wonderful place for children. GB gave Raymond and me
a bike each, and I used to carry Myrrha my sister on the back and we used to
skirt down acres of ground there. We were put out to weed the big drive coming
up from the gate. GB had an Australian cockatoo and used to take the bottori
off the cage, put it down, and it used to do its turn in weeding!

People used to laugh at 'the Colonel' [H O Anderton, an amateur composer
who became Bantock's private secretary] but he was a tremendous help to my
father, and to us too in many ways. He was the perfect English gentleman. He
wasn't a Colonel at all;he was a trooper in the Hertfordshire Yeomanry,butit
was just like GB to call him the Colonel.

Sibelius came to Broad Meadow. I've got a picture of him in my mind. I
remember he used to smoke enorrnous cigars, and he had a certain interest in
whisky too. We spoke with him ih very bad French (we had two French govern-
esses at that time). He was a likeable person - I think he liked children too.
Havergal Brian was always flitting in and out. GB and my mother were very
kind to him, and GB was very easily taken in. I could see this and I disliked
it intensely because Brian was obviously trying to scrounge. One thing I take
credit for - I managed to stop GB writing a symphony ior (solo) pipes and
orchestra. on one occasion he had ideas about it but I put him off it.-

GB was very taken with Marjory Kennedy-Fraser, so was I. [Bantock's
Celtic opera The Seal-lfloman was Lased on her collection of Hebridean songs.]
She was an absolute dear, a wonderful person who as a young woman had ridden
across Zulu land on horseback. When I was stationed in Edinburgh after the
First War I used to go round for tea with her, and also with Tovey. Tou.y *u,
terribly good to me: he helped me in obtaining the loan of books by the famous
Orientalist and explorer Sir Richard Burton in whom I was greatly interested
from the library of Edinburgh University [where Tovey was Professor of MusicJ
which was an absolute gold-mine. (I had been starved of books during the wai,
going out to France with six or eight volumes of Gibbon in my knap-sack,
because if anything happened to me I wanted to be quite sure I had some good
reading.) Tovey used to ask me round and say,'Now, what would you like me to
play?' and he'd just sit down without any music and play it. He was a fan-
tastic man, very shy, very self-effacing, but most charming. [He wrote a testi-
monial in support of Angus's application for the post of Assistant Superinten-
dent of Police abroad in which he generously referred to Bantock as 'one of
the greatest living musicians who has combined the most boldly imaginative
treatment of his art with the most public-spirited educational work.]
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When GB came out to Colombo [as Trinity College examiner] I lent him a
car and I told my driver always to report what the old man had been up to, to
keep an eye on him, and if ever he went down to the Pettah [the native quarterJ
to warn the Pettah police to put somebody on him. Elgar had left GB his gold
watch which survived the journey out to Colombo, and I remember coming
down on one occasion to see GB walking along with his suit well open, with
Elgar's chain across his front, and a couple of really high-class pick-pockets
from Colombo hovering about and followed by Detective Sergeant Peries!
[The watch was eventually stolen in Birmingham and never recovered.] When he
was staying with us in Colombo you would hear terrific giggles coming from
the servants' quarters, and you'd go round to see what was happening, and
there was GB doing some conjuring-tricks! When he left he gave a magic box
to my head-servant who for months afterwards was trying to perform the tricks
but always made a mess of it!
Raymond Bantock, a distinguished member of the Delius Society, was born
in 1900 and from 1924 to 1927.was hofessor of English Literature in Jopan.
From 1927 he ran a tutoial school in Birmingham cooching for university
entrance. Two volumes of his plays hove been published, one in Japan and the
other with a preface by Gordon CYaig, and a number of them have been per-
formed in London. He has recently contributed a memoir to a forthcoming book
on Sibelius.

I was very lucky with my parents; I was devoted to them and GB was my best
friend. When I was 12 he sent me to london because he wanted me to go in
for music. In Birmingham he had met Walford Davies and decided that I was to
be a choirboy in Davies's Temple Church choir. So from the age of 12 to l5 I
stayed with various people in London and attended the City of London (day)
School. At that time I met Parry and Stanford. Parry was a jolly fellow; I had a
chance meeting with him only once when I was taken by Walford Davies to the
RCM for some occasion and introduced by him to Parry on the steps outside
the College. Walford Davies was a very good choirmaster and a wonderful
organist. I was supposed to be apprenticed to him for composition, but I de-
cided that I didn't want to take up music professionally. I preferred to do some-
thing different from my father for I didn't think I'd ever do as well as he did.
So from 1915 I spent two years working to enter the Navy, and at l8 I got in
as a cadet by what was called a 'special entry'. Then, as midshipman, I joined
the battleship 'The Iron Duke' in the North Sea and three or four days later we
brought the surrendered German fleet into Scapa Flow.

I left the Navy after two wonderful years in which I was able to get to the
Black Sea and at Yalta I met the brother and sister of Chekov whom I admired
very much. Being consumptive, Chekov [who died in 19041 had had a summer
house there and his sister told me quite a lot about him. They were quite pleased
to find a British midsfripman only l8 who was interested in Chekov! Then in
1918 with so many midshipmen in the Navy, their parents were offered f,400
if they would consent to the withdrawal of their sons from the Navy. Because
my father was always in debt this came as a marvellous chance which he accep-
ted, and with that money paid for my two years at oxford (because of war
service we were excused the first year of the degree course).
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While I was at Oxford W B Yeats came to give a talk and I later visited him
at his house in Dublin, taken there by AE (George Russell). AE knew my father
and the two liked each other very much. AE was a very nice chap, a painter and
a poet. I think my father met him when he was in Dublin for he went there
quite a lot and got on well with the Irish writers and painters. I never met W B
Yeats's brother Jack but I like his work, he was a remarkable painter. I own four
originals, one given to me by AE.

I have had the great fortune in my life to have met two very big composers -
Delius and Sibelius. I liked Delius and his music so much that I asked him to
be godfather to my second son [whose middle names are Delius and Anton,
after Chekovl and I visited him twice in his home at Grez-sur-Ioing, the first
time on my own and the second time in 1930 with my wife on honeymoon.
I remember Delius saying about religion, 'The best thing to believe in is nothing',
which means he didn't subscribe to any of the Christian doctrines. I asked him
about his meetings with Strindberg for I was very interested at that time in his
writing.

I remember Sibelius staying with us [in Birmingham] when I was only a
little boy. After he left us [on his later visit in l92ll I took him to Oxford and
showed him round the city while I was still a student there. Rosa Newmarch
came as well and acted as interpreter. She knew him well - she had known
Rimsky-Korsakov too. After grving Sibelius and Rosa Newmarch lunch in
my college, we asked Sir Hugh Allen [Professor of Music at Oxford] to join us.
I had booked Sibelius and Rosa Newmarch into a small hotel and he was so im-
pressed by Oxford that they decided to stay another night. I took Sibelius into
New College Chapel and his cigar was later found on the floor! The work of
Sibelius my father used to like most of all was the First Symphony which he
often played. Another great work he very much liked was En Soga.ln 1952 1
wrote to Sibelius, asking if I could call. This was after my father's death [in
19461. Sibelius had always wanted to return my father's hospitality: GB had
many times been invited to go but he could never afford it. So when I went
with my wife in 1952 to meet Sibelius we had a marvellous reception. At Hel-
singfors we were met by his daughter with a car waiting for us. We were driven
up to Jarvenpaa where Sibelius lived, a beautiful spot some miles inland over-
looking the sea and mountains with forests behind the house, and on our arrival
there was champagne all ready for us. This was part of his desire to welcome
the son of his friend. I never met Sibelius's wife because she stayed in the top
part of the house and looked out through the window. She was shy and didn't
speak any foreign language. But Sibelius spoke a little French and with the help
of his daughter who spoke English quite well we managed very well. He gave us
a very nice lunch, followed by coffee. Several times I suggested that it was time
we left but he wouldn't agree to it. We stayed two or three hours in all. Sibelius
didn't l ike talking about himself. When I said, 'Would you like me to tell you
something about the Sibelius Society in England?' he replied, 'Oh no, tell me
about the Bantock Society!' That was his attitude. I asked him if he had ever
met Delius, to which he answered,'Chez vous.'
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I had met my wife through Holbrooke who was a very old friend of my
family. One day n 1928 when on holiday at Harlech I thought I'd call on Hol-
brooke who I knew lived there and I was introduced to Margaret More, a young
composer who was having lessons with Holbrooke and whom I eventually mar-
ried. Holbrooke used to play piano duets with my father at 'smoking concerts',
GB taking the lower and Holbrooke the upper part, both smoking at the same
time. Holbrooke played the piano well but as a person he was unreliable. He
could be very difficult at times, unpractical, and he used to quarrel a lot with
people. He was his own worst enemy. Also at Harlech was a wealthy American,
George Davison, a cultured man who had made his money from Kodak. Davison
'collected' composers and used to invite men like Goossens, Cyril Scott and my
father. In fact he lent a house not only to Holbrooke but to my father too who
otherwise could never have afforded to come to Harlech. Davison built himself
a beautiful house at Harlech called Wernfawr. Now extended and rather spoiled,
it was at that time very beautiful and Davison used to give recitals there on his
Aeolian organ; he didn't play the organ but he had pianola rolls - you messed
about with the manuals and it looked as if you were playing!

In Birmingham we used to see a good deal of Rutland Boughton. My father
gave him a job at the Midland Institute. He also appointed Ernest Newman who
was a considerable friend, although Newman had to resign because the Institute
authorities objected that he was also music critic for The Birmingham Post
(another job my father had secured for him). 'You've appointed this man on
your staff to write you up!' they complained, and wouldn't have him on the
staff as a lecturer. My father helped Havergal Brian a lot. Brian was a man
always short of money; his personality didn't carcy a great deal of weight.
When I was about 5 he dedicated a part-song to me. I remember seeing Bax but
never met him personally. He came to the Queen's Hall to greet Delius in his
chair at the Delius Festival. Holst I also remember quite well. He called on us
once [in Birmingham] and I remember him telling me about astrology. Another
composer who stayed with us in Birmingham was Prokofiev.

When I was about 20, being a great admirer of Rabindranath Tagore and
hearing that he was in London, I wrote to him. When I admired anyone I had no
hesitation in trying to go and see them. Tagore was very nice indeed and auto-
graphed a couple of his books for me in Bengali and English. Another man I
went to see rnuch later was Bernard Shaw. My fatherwrote a letter of introduc-
tion which I took to Shaw's house at Ayot St Lawrence. His secretary answered
the door and told me that he wouldn't see me. So I left the letter and started
walking down the road. I hadn't been going very long when I heard the voice
of Shaw's secretary shouting,'He'l l see you!' Shaw had read my father's note.
Of course he knew of my father's music in the early days. When the opera
Caedmar had been performed, Shaw advised everybody to hear it. ' [f you go
there,' he said, 'you won't need to go to any of Wagner's works at all; they're
all there rn Caedntar', which was a pleasant way of saying they were borrowed
from Wagner!
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Granville Bantock at the piano, Birmingham 1930

My father usually composed at night. I used to hear him, composing on the
piano, trying things out. For the tercentenary of John Bunyan’s birth, the BBC
asked Elgar to write a work. Elgar kept them waiting for a long time, and about
a couple of months before the event he simply said he couldn’t do it. So  they
applied to my father who knocked it up in two months! As a conductor he had
one rather disconcerting habit: when he walked on stage for a concert, before
the applause had finished he would turn and put up his hand to interrupt it.
It was part of a wish to show that he did not want to bathe in applause. But at
least he didn't do what some conductors do - signal to a player to come in after
they had already entered, which old Anderton used to do! He was a stiff old
chap and occasionally my father would arrange for him to conduct a work of his
own at one of the Institute’s students’ concerts. (GB never pressed for his own
works to be performed while he was at Birmingham - although they were done,
but never at his bidding.)

My father was undoubtedly influenced by Russian music. He used Rimsky-
Korsakov's book on orchestration as his text-book. He was devoted to the
Russian Opera and when I was at school in London from 1912-15 he got me
seats for all the Russian operas: I heard Chaliapin, he was wonderful. I heard him
sing all the great operas like Boris, Khovantschina, Prince Igor. It was unforget-
table. GB also much admired Tchaikovsky’s music and I have an old diary of
his in which he describes how he went to visit Tchaikovsky at his hotel in Lon-
don and spent some time talking to him about music.
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My father was also devoted to Richard Strauss, and I remember the great
disappointment he had when the composer came to London and Sir Adrian
Boult invited my father to lunch with Strauss, and he couldn't go because he
had a committee meeting. I don't think he ever met Strauss: that was a dreadful
disappointment. GB took me by train in L927 to Frankfurt to hear Die Fran
ohne Schatten. He was so keen on seeing the new opera. When a new Strauss
opera was performed and printed, Holbrooke used to say, 'Your father and I
ile now going to have a good look at this to see who is going to have the first
pick - to get something from it for our own work!'

Mynha Bantock's memories of Delius are very slight:
I must have been about five when Frederick Delius visited us at Broad Mea-

dow. I can remember him presenting me with an illustrated book of nursery
rhymes, for which he had written the music. He wrote a little inscription to me
on the cover. I was having meals in the schoolroom at the time, so did not see
much of the composer, but while he was there I noticed that my parents spoke
to him mostly in French. . . With regard to the children's book of songs that
he gave me I have always regretted its loss. After the First World War my father
had periodic book sales at our home to help the financial situation over income
tax! We all used to contribute books and I think it possible that the Delius book
must have gone during that period, as at the time I did not realise its value. I
often wonder who has it now, as his signature was on the cover!

ANOTHEREI\IGMA?
Aficionados of music quizzes, 'Mastermind'level, may like to try identifying the
following initials attached to 'An impression of my musical friends, and their
work', Holbrooke'sAuld Lang Syne Variations Op 60 for full orchestra:

1 .  J . H .  2 .  F . B .  3 .
6 .  B . D .  7 .  E . S .  8 .

1 1 .  J . S .  1 2 .  F . C . N .  1 3 .
1 6 .  C . S .  r 7 .  R . S .  1 8 .

A.B. 4. C.T. 5. W.W.
R.W. 9:  E.E.  r0.  F.D.
s.H.  14.  H.B.  15.  C. I .
G.M. 19. J.J.I. 20. G.B. (finale)

A number of these musicians are mentioned elsewhere in this issue; some of the
others are more obscure. To complicate matters with extra 'variations', the
above initials as printed on the fly-leaf of the published full score do not en-
tirely correspond to those written within the score at the head of variations
920 (the initials oddly being omitted from the earlier variations) where 15
becomes C.J. and 19 J.I. There are yet further differences in the published
version for piano solo (Chester 1920),dedicated simply'To my musical friends',
where 5 is now V.W., 15 is C.F., 16 is C.D. and 19 is J.H.F.! A prize wil l be
awarded to the best solution drawn from entries received bv December 3rd.
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MARGOTTAROUGE
World Premiere at St. l,ouis

CAST LIST

First drinker ...
Totor
Nini
Lili Beguin
La Patronne ...
First woman
Second woman
Second drinker
Third woman
Lapoigne ...
Margot La Rouge
Third drinkerlBrigadier of Police
First soldier .,.
Second soldier
Le Garcon
Sergeant Thibault
L'Artiste ...

English version by Joseph O'Connor
Lighting designed by Peter Kaczorowski
Scenes and costumes designed by Ronald Chase
Directed by Frank Corsaro
Conducted by Eric Fenby

Opera Theatre of St Louis, Loretto-Hilton Centre,
Webster University, 30 Edgar Road, St Louis.
Presented as the flust half of a double-bill with Poulenc's Les Mamelles de Tiresias.
Performances at 8 p.m. on June 8, lI, L7 and 23 and at 2 p.m. on June 26 1983.

'Frederick Delius's 81 -year-old orchestra score for Margot la Rouge was heard
for the very first time Wednesday afternoon, in an Opera Theatre of St Louis
rehearsal room,' wrote Frank Peters in the St Louis Post-Dispatch of Sunday
May 29 1983. 'Forty-two St lruis Symphony musicians sat down to read from
a set of fresh white orchestra parts, hurriedly extracted by a crew of copyists
from a flown-in photo-reproduction of the Delius manuscript score. Eric
Fenby mounted the podium. . The St Louis pit musicians were a little appre-
hensive about the 77 -year-old Englishman who stood before them for the first
t ime. Could he actually conduct? Fenby's professionalism was soon apparent.
He knew the score intimately. He was affable and relaxed in dealing with the
musicians, but wasted l itt le t ime in talk. He has pitch memory, or so-called
perfect pitch, so he could sing illustrative examples in tune and identify wrong
notes. His corrective words were clear and they got results. "Don't let down
at the end of that bar," he told the strings at one point. "The upbeat is most
important in Delius's music."

Laurence Albert
Gregory Stapp

Rebecca Barber
Katherine Henlum

Judith Farris
Patricia Kofron

Anita Bigger
Victor Jannett
Gayle Greene

Reginatd Unterseher
Melanie Sonnenburg

James Kalkbrenner
Monte Stone

Brad Jantz
Peter Schmitz

James Anderson
Andrew Wentzel
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Even before that first run-through of Margot h Rouge, much ado was made
in the American press of the re€mergence of the original manuscript. Previously
this premidre staged production was to have utilised Fenby's realisation heard in
the BBC broadcast performance subsequently released on the BBC futium and
the American fuabesque labels. When it was known that Delius's manuscript
had come to light, both Richard Gaddes, General Director of the Opera Theatre
of St Louis, and Eric Fenby were keen to use the original version.'It was agreat
moment-a thrill to hold it in my hands again after nearly 50 years,'Dr Fenby
was reported as saying after inspecting the manuscript at the beginning of May.
'It's such a beautiful thing, in Delius's own writing, and he wrote exquisitely
at that time, using a fine pen. . I'd much rather do the original score in St
I-ouis.' A photocopy was made of the original, now held by the Delius Trust,
and sent to St louis, arriving on May 13 where almost immediately a team of
six copyists, mostly composition students from Washington University, set to
work. The parts were completed just in time for Fenby to start proof-reading
on May 24.

'I had the pleasure,' continued Frank Peters in the St Louis Post-Dispatch,
'of following an hour of the Wednesday rehearsal against the score as Fenby
had reconstructed it. The fuller orchestration of the "Fenby version" was quite
noticeable, especially in the wind parts. Working from memory and a piano-
vocal score, Fenby had written twice as many notes as Delius on some pages.
Many solo voices were shifted, e.g. from the cello (Delius) to bassoon (Fenby).
A harp arpeggio decorated two Fenby measures that Delius had left to held
chords in the strings. The Fenby version is beautifully done and it sounds like
Delius, but it missed in some respects the economy and intimacy peculiar to
Margot as Delius set it in 1902. "In trying to recreate the orchestration several
years ago I was misled by the piano-vocal score," Fenby remarked at the
rehearsal break. "Ravel did it, and you know that by 1903 Ravel was maturing
as a composer in his own right, and had already gained a measure of recognition.
He had a very keen ear for orchestral sound, of course, and I think it 's under-
standable that he should have coloured his piano reduction of Margot as he did."'
Delius had conceived it more on the l ines of a chamber opera. 'Ravel did not
change any of the harmonies, of course,but he elaborated many of the textures
with octave doublings, arpeggros, and so on. So rny score, in comparison with
Delius's, is quite thick. The music is the same, but it 's as if I painted it in
oils, whereas Delius painted it in watercolours,' Fenby was quoted by James
Wierzbicki in the St Louis Globe-Democrat.

This was the Opera Theatre of St Louis'eighth season. presenting in its
comparatively small (924 seats) theatre operas that generally l ie outside the
standard repertoire and providing an opening for young American singers not yet
elevated to star status. The first staging (and first performance) of Margot Io
Rouge was an undoubted attraction this year but. despite its handsome pro-
duction, the crit ics were alert to its shortcomings. As Felix Aprahamian put it
in lr is Sunday Times column, 'a well-integrated cast.. and apoeticproduction
do everything that can be done for this shortest and least typical of the six
Delius operas. Frank Corsaro, who has now produced four of them, and his
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scenic partner, Ronald Chase, agarn use the technique of film projections which
made thefu Fennimore artd Gerda famous [see JournalT3]' .

Frank Peters summed it up: 'The trouble with Mugot isn't in its lovely
music. Fenby.. [isl an excellent musician and he drew an excellent perfor-
mance from the orchestra. The singers were good. . [andJ Corsaro repeated
Fjs Fennimore and Gerda trick of projecting scenery on a convex scrim, and all
that was smootlrly done. But Delius's vocal writing is much less interesting
than his orchestra score- and the plot of Margot is little more than a melo-
dramatic scenario: a prostitute is redeemed by the love of a home-town boy,
who is then killed by the Paris hoodlum to whom Margot has attached herself.
There's no development of character, no place for the story to go except a vio-
lent ending. Delius's orchestra sings away dreamily, as if detached from the
happenings on stage; hearing it alone you'd never guess what action it was
supposed to accompany. Corsaro went out of his way to emphasise Margot's
professionalism, decorating the prologue with a dumb-show of a customer
tossing money on her sleezy bed. I thought this emphasis made the story even
less believable than it might have been, Sonnenburg portrayed a hefty, strutting,
brazen prostitute who puffed away furiously at one cigarette after another
while Thibault rhapsodized about her beautiful eyes; the kind of woman sug-
gested by the libretto has hardness and ruin about her, but she also has some-
thing of girlhood left, the wistful reflection that catches Thibault's eyes.'

James Wierzbicki likewise felt a detachment of the orchestral accompani-
ment from the action on stage in music 'so non-committal that if you had your
eyes closed you mlght think you were listening to a pastoral tone-poem'. Donal
Henahan of The New York Times wrote that Morgol 'resisted efforts to bring
it alive at its premidre, although it was lovingly conducted by the world's fore-
most Delius authority, Eric Fenby, and given one of their typically cinematic
stagings by a team of eminent Delians, Frank Corsaro and Ronald Chase'. Even
having the libretto 'reworked into English by Joseph O'Connor. . and some
fairly drastic tinkering with Delius's scenario did not bring the drama into focus.
In the three principal roles, Melanie Sonnenburg made clumsy work of the
prostitute Margot, while James Anderson and Andrew Wentzel as the men who
fight to the death over her had only slightly more success. Might a less "realistic"
approach to Mugot work better?'Henahan wondered.

John von Rhein in the Chicago Tibune was more sympathetic: Margot,
he admitted,'is no masterpiece, but neither is it the pitiable failure that certain
critics have suggested. True, the libretto is little more than a sketch. . The dis-
parity between Delius's subtly evanescent score and the bloody verismo subject
is at times awkwardly apparent. But there is enough characteristic music itt
Margot to commend the work to Delius admirers; and the St Inuis production
did everything possible to breathe dramatic life into its rather slight framework.
Frank Corsaro and Ronald Chase. . staged Margot within a cyclorama scrim,
using slide projections, a turntable stage and mime to evoke a sordid world of
Parisian lowlifes. The cinematic staging was handsome, the cast creditable -

particularly the rueful Margot of Melanie Sonnenberg, who looked as if she
had just stepped out from one of Toulouse-Lautrec's Moulin Rouge pictures.
Fenby, 7'l , conducting members of the St Louis Symphony, produced a loving
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wash of sound that was obviously faithful to the musical requirements of the
score. A minor work by a major composer, to be sure, but one that repaid the
enormous dedication and effort that went into its revival.'

Even more kindly disposed towards Delius was Andrew Porter (whose report
in The Musical Times on the Bradford Delius Centenary Festival in 1962 had
been one of the rare oases of hope and warmth in a critical wilderness). Claiming
quite properly to be one of the few to have seen lrmelin at Oxford in 1953, he
could now write with some authority n The New Yorker of the six Delius
operas as 'strange, beautiful works in which an aristocratic disdain for the
operatic conventions yields, at times, to disconcertingly clumsy attempts to ob-
serve them'. A penetrating observation, and full marks again for courageously
declaring A Vil lage Romeo as 'a masterpiece: tender, poignant, ecstatic,breath-
takingly beautiful, and like no other work in the repertory'. One is therefore
inclined to be doubly attentive to what he has to say about Margot:

As verismo plots go, it 's not a bad one, but the dramaturgy is ineffective: more than
half the forty-minute opera is taken up with desultory conversation among the clientele,
and nothing much of interest happens until Margot and Thibault start reminiscing.
The opera consists, roughly, of a ravishing'idyll ic'prelude, with a winding English-
horn solo; a good deal of musically dull dialogue; and a lyrical duet. The best music
reappears in the ldyll. .. The opera was performed behind aEauze semicylinder, played
upon by slide projections of Paris facades, streets, and bridges, with the singers in pools
of l ight behind. This cinematic mode of presentation can be effective, but often it seems
to me more decorative than theatrical: it dissipates dramatic tensions by pulling the eye
away from the living actors. (The gauze also puts up a dramatic - and probably, to some
extent, an acoustic - barrier between the stage and the house.). . In Margot the action
strayed out from the bar into the streets and onto the quais. The slender rvork might
well seem stronger if concentrated in the single, realistic set of the composer's pre-
scription - one whose seaminess would throw into contrast the lovers' dreams. . On
the whole - if not always - operas are most successfully produced in the way their
creators intended, and the dreamy, 'drift ing'aspects of Delius's music need no visual
underlining. Nevertheless, on its own terms the production was adept, sensitive, and
good to look at, and the young cast, led by Melanie Sonnenberg, as Margot, and James
Anderson, as Thibault, was admirable. The St Louis Symphony produced some beauti-
ful playing for Mr Fenby, who was conducting his first opera.

On the evidence of opinions expressed by those who have either heard or
studied both versions of Margot, and rnaking allowances for Ravel's elaborated
piano score, Fenby's realisation emerges as all the more remarkable an achieve-
ment. its differences from the original comparatively few and minor. Howironic
that the original version should turn up after his reconstruction was completed,
performed and put on record. It is however not entirely without precedent as
in 1930 Fenby embarked on a similar rescue operation for Koanga. work for-
tunately not having proceeded too far before tl-re MS full score was found
(Delius as I knevt,him. pp.95-6). It is understood that MargotlaRouge nray be
staged at the 1984 Camden Festival. and if the original score is used we sl 'rall
then have an opportunity to compare the two versions ourselves. Meanwhile
his successful debut as opera conductor is to be applauded, and as a small tr ibute
to tlre excellence of his own perforrning version of Margot it is perhaps worth
noting that the St lnuis harpist asked to use Fenby's rather than the original
harp part as his writ ing for that instrument was more effective than Delius's!
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AYOUNG DETIUS EXPONENT

Members should keep a look out for the young English violinist Tasmin Little
who, at the age of only seventeen, is showing a distinctive feel and affinity for
the music of Delius. Tasmin has been a student at the Menuhin School for the
past ten years, during which time, thanks to his kindness and generosity, she has
had special coaching on the playing of Delius from Dr Fenby, particularly with
regard to the Third Violin Sonata which Tasmin played for the BBC's 1982
Young Musician of the Year competition where she came third in the string
finale. Unfortunately the broadcast programme only showed a brief excerpt,
taken from the complete performance of the Sonata in Manchester.

Tasmin next performed the same sonata in unusual and exciting circumstances.
Last summer she visited the Chinese Republic and India with the Menuhin School
Orchestra and performed the Sortata at the Shanghai University to a highly
appreciative audience.

Tasmin was one of the twenty-five violinists from all over the world who
were allowed to enter for the inaugural Yehudi Menuhin International Violin
Competition, sponsored by Orion Insurance, which took place in April this year
at Folkestone. At the semi-finals she was the only British competitor left, and
she went on to take the Third Prize of f,I,000-an English girl, with an English
violin (made by Henry Lockey Hill in 1815) playing an English violin concerto-
that of Frederick Delius. It was a happy circumstance that the orchestra on this
occasion was Sir Thomas Beecham's old orchestra, the Royal Philharmonic, with
its strong Delius tradition, under the sensitive baton of Owain fuwel Hughes.
The performance was so moving that Tasmin has been invited to repeat it, again
with the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. This time the conductor will be Yehudi
Menuhin and the performance will take place on 30th May 1984 in Cardiff.

Tasmin is the daughter of actor George Uttle whose one-man play Paradise
Garden ends in an affectionate tribute to Delius and his music.

GL

CORRESPONDENCE

From Christopher Redwood, West Bridgford, Nottingham

The report casting doubt on Delius's syphilis published in The Times on 18th
March 1983 and quoted by you rnJournal No.79 should be of great importance
to us all. No matter how enlightened society's attitude may have become in
recent years, the fact remains that a stigma is still attached to this disease, and
if the composer's name can become 'unsullied' (as the headline in The Times
puts it) then it should be our task to see that this is done.
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One part of the report, however, I found puzzling, namely the sentence:
'In the 1880s Delius had caught syphilis and was immediately treated with
arsenic.' Is this proven? I ask because some years ago, and out of curiosity, I
consulted medical authorities on the disease. From them I learned that the
successful arsenical cure, Salvarsan, was first produced by the German Professor
Ehrlich in 1906. Previous to that date the usual treatment was with mercury
compounds; these were much less effective, often clearing up the symptoms
while allowing the disease to proceed to the secondary stage. The late Rudolf
Haym told me that Delius's close German friends had done their utmost to
persuade him to take a course of Salvarsan, but the composer maintained com-
plete faith in homeopathic medicine and would have nothing to do with more
conventional treatment.

The above facts lead me to three postulates:

(a) If Delius contracted syphilis well before 1906, he was far more likely to
have been treated with mercury than arsenic;

(b) If he was treated with mercury it is quite likely that the treatment was
unsuccessful;

(c) It would have been an appallng gaffe on the part of Delius's close
German friends if they had tried to persuade him to take a new course
of treatment for a disease which was unmentionable at that time if he
was not suffering from it. We may therefore take it that Delius himself
thought he was suffering from syphilis.

Finally, one might add to the above that if Delius had the secondary stage of
the illness when he met Jelka, medical opinion suggests that she too would have
become infected. If she was not (and we have no reason to suppose that she was)
then only one conclusion can be drawn.

[This matter will be discussed more fully in a future article - Ed ]

From John Renton. Ascot. Berkshire

[After mention in the April Editorial of the horse 'Delius', Estelle Palmley
received the following reply to her enquiries from the owner.]

In answer to your questions, I am the owner of the horse. It was my wife and
myself who named him. We are both born in Yorkshire. We both love Yorkshire.
Delius's sire (father) is the Parson and his dam (mother) is More Melody. His
mane flows so we thought Delius was the perfect name, quite apart from being
a favourite composer of mine.

I have recently bought Delius's full brother and our inclination was to call
hirn Fenby, but we are not sure, and might go for Tallis instead. When Delius
restarts his racing career I hope you will follow him for he is a lovely horse
and we think could win a few more races in 198415 .
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FORTHCOMING WENTS

Tuesday lSth October at 7.fi) pm. BIlilIC, l0 Stratford Place, London Wl

Delius Society meeting: 'Triumph for Delius and Norwegian TV-the premidre
of Paa Vidderne' presented by Andrew Boyle who was closely involved with this
pioneer production and will be visiting us from Norway.

Wednesday, 26th October at 7.30 p.m. Royal Festival Hall, London

Delius's Songs of Farewel/ (Brighton Festival Chorus/RPO/Sir Charles Groves)
with Havergal Brian Symphony No. 22, Tippett Corelli Fantasia and Patterson
Requiem, as part of 'The Great British Music Festival 1925-L975'.

Saturday,29th October at 8.00 p.m. 'Ravensdale', Weston Underwood, Derby

Delius Society Midlands Branch meeting: a piano recital by Robert Threlfall of
works by Delius and Elgar. Those wishing to attend should notify Dick Kitching.

Monday, 7th Novembet at 7.45 pm. Library Theatre, Luton

The Fitzwilliam String Quartet include Delius's String Quartet in a concert
presented by the Luton Music Club.

Wedneday, 3fth November at 7.00 p.m. BMIC, l0 Stratford Place, London Wl

Delius Society meeting: Rodney Meadows presents an Arnold Bax anniversary
programme.

1984

Tuesday, 24th Januzry at 7.00 p.m. BMIC, l0 Stratford Place, l,ondon Wl

Delius Society meeting: 'Delius in France'-a programme of music and slides
presented by Margaret and Eugene Cronin.

Wednesday,zith January at 7.30 p.m. Royal Festival Hall, London

Eric Fenby conducts Delius's Requiem (Felicity Lott, Jonathan Summers/
Goldsmiths Choral Union/RPO). Darrell Davison conducts works by Barbirolli,
Mozart, and Holst. Royal Philharmonic Society concert.

Further Society meetings have been planned for 23rd February, 20th March,
and 30th April. Details of Society events may be obtained from the Programme
Secretary, Derek Cox: 0l 673 0430 or 01 677 8141 ext. 49 (daytime).








